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StorageGRID NAS Bridge architecture
StorageGRID NAS Bridge is a virtual appliance that allows file-based workloads to run on
StorageGRID. You should understand its operational components and key features.

NAS Bridge storage environment
To use NAS Bridge properly, you should become familiar with the components of the NAS Bridge
storage environment, including the NFS and SMB clients, NAS Bridge (virtual appliance),
StorageGRID object storage system, and the DNS and NTP servers.

Storage clients
The clients in the storage network access the NAS Bridge using either NFS or SMB
protocols. When mounted to a NAS Bridge export or share, the clients appear to be
connected directly to the network drive of a native file server.
NAS Bridge
The NAS Bridge is deployed as a virtual machine running on VMware ESXi. The NAS
Bridge converts the protocols on the front end and back end as follows:
•

Client protocol to NAS Bridge (NFS or SMB)
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•

NAS Bridge to the StorageGRID system (S3 API)

StorageGRID system
StorageGRID is an object storage system that provides redundancy, resiliency, and
scalability. In a NAS Bridge deployment, each S3 bucket holds the client data and
namespace information for a single file system. Each bucket is exposed by NAS Bridge as
an NFS export or SMB share. Because the client data is ingested and stored unmodified,
you can also access the client data in the StorageGRID system directly using the S3
protocol.
Network services
NAS Bridge relies on network directory and time services as part of integrating into your
storage network. Both a Domain Name System (DNS) server and a Network Time
Protocol (NTP) server are required. You can use standalone DNS and NTP servers or use
an Active Directory server to provide both services.
Administrative web user interface
The NAS Bridge provides a web user interface that you can access using a supported
browser. The functions in the user interface are grouped into dashboard, alarms,
configuration, and maintenance, which you can access using the menu at the top of the
page.
Related references

Web browser requirements on page 6
Related information

NAS Bridge installation and setup

NAS Bridge features and benefits
NAS Bridge provides several core features and benefits by leveraging the object capabilities provided
by the StorageGRID system and the features of the VMware virtualized runtime environment. These
features provide a powerful and flexible solution that can add value to your storage environment.
NAS Bridge includes the following key features:
Standard client access protocols
Clients access NAS Bridge using standard network storage protocols. Aside from
connecting to the mount points exposed by the NAS Bridge, the client does not need any
other configuration. Clients can connect directly to a NAS Bridge share or export as if
they were connecting to a network drive of a native file server.
Virtual machine deployment
NAS Bridge is implemented and deployed as a VMware virtual machine and leverages
several VMware features, including High Availability (HA). In addition, the location of
virtual machine deployments is flexible, which is especially important in disaster recovery.
Integration with StorageGRID
The NAS Bridge integrates with the StorageGRID system through the S3 API. This
integration allows NAS Bridge to leverage many StorageGRID features, including data
storage redundancy.
Scalability
NAS Bridge does not impose any additional limits on the number of files stored in and
retrieved from the object store.
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Migration path to object-based file access
NAS Bridge ingests the client files and stores them unmodified in the StorageGRID
system, which provides a unified object-file view of the data. Based on customer needs,
applications can evolve from file-based to object-based storage.
Cache acceleration
Each NAS Bridge provides one or more cache devices that perform both read and writeback caching. This cache is optimized for object storage and improves overall
performance of the NAS Bridge. You can locate the cache devices on external network
storage.
Maintain separation of management and data networks
When configuring NAS Bridge, you can define multiple logical interfaces (LIFs). This
enables you to maintain the separation of management and data traffic in your storage
network.
RESTful web services management API
NAS Bridge administrative and management facilities are provided through a RESTful
web services API. You can access the API in several ways, including through the native
browser interface, the API Docs (Swagger) page, as well as web programming languages
and tools.
Extensive maintenance and support capabilities
The native web administrative user interface includes maintenance and support features,
such as alert notifications and the generation of log file packages.
Dashboard and reporting capabilities
The administrative user interface provides a dashboard that displays NAS Bridge metrics.

Web browser requirements
You must use a supported web browser.
Web browser

Minimum supported version

Google Chrome

70

Microsoft Internet Explorer

11 (Native Mode)

Mozilla Firefox

63

You should set the browser window to a recommended width.
Browser width

Pixels

Minimum

1024

Optimum

1280

Documentation and web resources
You should review the set of core NAS Bridge publications and other resources to become familiar
with NAS Bridge features, requirements, and restrictions.
Related information

NAS Bridge installation and setup
Using the NAS Bridge Management API
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StorageGRID 11.2 Documentation Center
NetApp Support
NetApp University
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Configuration workflow
To deploy StorageGRID NAS Bridge, you must first install the NAS Bridge and perform initial
configuration. When the NAS Bridge is available, you must perform a series of additional tasks to
complete the configuration according to your deployment plan.

Related concepts

Managing the cache on page 11
Managing the file systems on page 15
Maintaining NAS Bridge on page 31
Related information

NAS Bridge installation and setup
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Configuration preparation
Before you can complete the NAS Bridge configuration, you must collect information from your
formal deployment plan and ensure that you can sign in to the administrative web user interface.

Information to take from your formal deployment plan
Refer to your deployment plan to collect the information required to complete the NAS Bridge
configuration.
You should gather the following information from the deployment plan:
•

Domain or IP address of the NAS Bridge (management IP address)

•

NAS Bridge administrator account details

•

VMware vSphere administrator account details

•

List of cache devices to be created:

•

◦

Size

◦

Associated hard drive

List of file systems to be created:
◦

Type (NFS or SMB)

◦

List of exports or shares for each

◦

Associated cache device

Related information

NAS Bridge installation and setup

Signing in to the NAS Bridge
Make sure you can sign in to the NAS Bridge web interface to continue configuring the system.
Before you begin

•

NAS Bridge has been installed and initially configured.

•

You have the following:
◦

Management IP address of the NAS Bridge

◦

Email address (username) and password of an administrator account

Steps

1. Browse to the IP address or domain name of the NAS Bridge.
The NAS Bridge sign-in page is displayed.
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2. Type the email address and password for a NAS Bridge administrator account.
3. Click Sign In.
The NAS Bridge user interface is displayed, with top-level menu selections for Dashboard,
Alarms, Configuration, and Maintenance.

Related references

Web browser requirements on page 6
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Managing the cache
To implement the NAS Bridge write-back cache and improve overall system performance, you must
create and manage one or more caching devices. Each NAS Bridge file system should be assigned to
a cache device. The cache devices collectively contain the data in the system’s read and write-back
cache.

Prerequisites and limitations when adding cache devices
Before adding or generally managing cache devices, you should understand the prerequisites and
limitations. You should also refer to the related prerequisites and limitations when adding a file
system.
Hard drives attached to the virtual machine
The NAS Bridge virtual machine is assigned a set of resources, including virtual hard drives. You
must have a virtual hard drive available for each cache device. When you create a cache device, you
must associate it with a specific virtual machine hard drive. The actual physical drive can be a local
drive, or a remote NAS or SAN drive.
The physical drive must be large enough to hold the cached data, as follows:
•

The minimum size is 200 GB or at least 1.5 times as large as the active data set, whichever is
greater.
Note: The largest file size supported is 1 TB.

•

The maximum size is 32 TB.
Note: NAS Bridge caches up to 1 million files per file system. Because of this limitation, a
cache device might not be fully utilized if average file sizes are small. For example, if two file
systems share the same cache device and files average only 1 MB in size, the file system
limitation will be reached when the cache device is only 2 TB full.

•

The recommended size is at least 1.5 times as large as the active data set. If the data set is smaller
than 200 GB, then use a 200-GB cache.
Attention: You must ensure that the drives used for each cache device have write-back caching

enabled and that they are protected against hardware failures, such as a storage controller or
physical drive failure. NAS Bridge relies on the underlying hardware, such as RAID storage or
equivalent, to protect the data in the cache.
Related references

Prerequisites and limitations when adding file systems on page 15

Creating a new cache device
You must follow a two-step process when creating a cache device. You must create a cache device
before creating a file system.
Before you begin

You should be familiar with the prerequisites and limitations when adding cache devices.
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Steps

1. Adding a hard drive to the virtual machine on page 12
2. Adding a cache device to NAS Bridge on page 13
Related references

Prerequisites and limitations when adding cache devices on page 11

Adding a hard drive to the virtual machine
You add a hard drive to the virtual machine for two reasons: 1) Before adding a cache device to the
NAS Bridge, you must have an available virtual machine hard drive. 2) If you are upgrading the NAS
Bridge, you must add a hard drive.
Before you begin

You must be familiar with VMware vSphere and ESXi, and you must have experience managing
virtual machines in this environment.
Steps

1. Before adding a hard drive to use as a cache device, view a list of the drives already in the system
so that you will recognize the name of the new drive.
Attention: You must know the name of the new hard drive when you add it as a cache device.

If you select the wrong drive, you lose access to your NAS Bridge file systems.
a. At the command line on the administrative server, run the following command:
lsblk
Example

A list of hard drives appears. For each drive, details such as the name and the capacity (size)
are shown.

b. Take a screen shot or make a note of the output of the lsblk command.
2. Sign in to the VMware vSphere Web Client.
3. Locate the NAS Bridge virtual machine.
4. Edit the virtual machine settings and add a new hard drive.
5. Select the location for the hard drive and click OK.
6. Scan the host bus to ensure that the new drive is recognized by the Linux operating system.
echo "- - -" | sudo tee /sys/class/scsi_host/host*/scan

7. Run the lsblk command again to verify that the new hard drive is listed.
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Example

The hard drive named sdb has been added.

8. If you will be using this hard drive as a cache device, record the name of the hard drive you added
so that you can select the correct drive when you add a cache device.
The hard drive name is listed as /dev/name in the NAS Bridge web interface's Cache Devices
page.

Adding a cache device to NAS Bridge
Every file system you create must be associated with a cache device. You should add cache devices to
the NAS Bridge based on file systems that you plan to create.
Before you begin

You must have an available hard drive defined to the NAS Bridge virtual machine.
Steps

1. Sign in to the NAS Bridge web interface.
2. Click Configuration at the top of the web page.
3. Click Cache Devices.
4. Click Add.
5. Type the name of the new cache device.
6. Select the hard drive for this cache device from the Disk drop-down list.
The drive name is shown as /dev/name, where name is the Linux-assigned name of the hard
drive that was added when you performed the steps to add a hard drive to the virtual machine.
Attention: If you are adding a cache device after upgrading the NAS Bridge, make sure to

select the hard drive that you most recently added for cache device creation. Do not select a
system drive, or you will lose access to your NAS Bridge file systems.
7. Click Save.
When the operation completes, the new cache device is displayed with a status of READY.
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The cache device is now available for use when adding file systems. Cache device usage will be
displayed on the dashboard.
8. When you are finished, download a NAS Bridge recovery package.
Attention: You should download a NAS Bridge recovery package whenever you make

configuration changes or upgrade to a new version of NAS Bridge. Recovery packages from
previous versions will not be valid.
a. Go to Maintenance > Recovery Package.
b. Click Generate Package.
c. Select the package from the table, and click Download to download the package to your local
workstation.
d. Save the package to a safe location.
Related tasks

Adding a hard drive to the virtual machine on page 12

Removing a cache device
Depending on your deployment plan, client activity, and overall system performance, you might need
to remove a NAS Bridge cache device. In general, if a cache device is not associated with a file
system and not planned for a future file system, you should remove it.
Before you begin

The cache device must not be associated with any file systems.
Steps

1. Click Configuration at the top of the web page.
2. Click Cache Devices.
3. Select the row for the cache device you want to remove, then click Remove.
The cache device is removed from the NAS Bridge configuration.
Attention: You must also remove the hard drive from vSphere, or it will still be associated with

the NAS Bridge virtual machine.
4. When you are finished, download a NAS Bridge recovery package.
Attention: You should download a NAS Bridge recovery package whenever you make

configuration changes or upgrade to a new version of NAS Bridge. Recovery packages from
previous versions will not be valid.
a. Go to Maintenance > Recovery Package.
b. Click Generate Package.
c. Select the package from the table, and click Download to download the package to your local
workstation.
d. Save the package to a safe location.
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Managing the file systems
You must define one or more file systems to allow the clients to store and access their data in a
StorageGRID system.

Prerequisites and limitations when adding file systems
Before adding or managing the file systems, you should understand the prerequisites and
requirements. You should also refer to the related prerequisites and limitations when adding a cache
device.
Network services
•

To add an SMB file system, you must have an Active Directory server defined to NAS Bridge.

•

To add an NFS file system, you must have either an Active Directory server or a DNS and NTP
server defined. You normally configure these network services as part of deploying and initially
configuring the NAS Bridge.

Cache devices
Each file system must be associated with a cache device. You can use either of these two approaches
when assigning file systems to cache devices:
•

Associate many file systems to a single cache device (N:1).

•

Associate one file system to a single cache device (1:1).

While the 1:1 model requires more drives, it provides a high degree of isolation among the file
systems. This isolation improves performance and helps limit the impact of a cache device problem
that could affect multiple file systems.
Therefore, the best practice is to use the 1:1 model and dedicate one cache device for each file system
as follows:
•

Define a different cache device for each file system that you plan to add.

•

Associate each file system with a dedicated cache device.

StorageGRID buckets
To add file systems, you must have a StorageGRID system active and defined on the NAS Bridge.
Defining or identifying the StorageGRID API Gateway Node is normally done as part of initially
configuring the NAS Bridge.
Every file system is placed in a single, dedicated StorageGRID S3 bucket. When adding a file
system, NAS Bridge searches for the named bucket and uses it if found. If the bucket is not found,
NAS Bridge creates it. When you add a file system, the named bucket might already exist for the
following reasons:
•

A previous file system used the same bucket name, but the file system had been removed
(orphaning the bucket).

•

Someone with access to the StorageGRID system created the bucket outside of NAS Bridge,
using an S3-compliant tool.
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When a NAS Bridge file system is removed, the bucket is not modified or deleted from the
StorageGRID system. If you subsequently add a file system using the same bucket, the previous file
data is retrieved from the bucket and exported through the new file system.
Attention: Although you can use an S3-compliant tool to view and retrieve NAS Bridge client data

in the StorageGRID S3 bucket, data corruption or loss might occur if you attempt to delete,
modify, or add objects to an S3 bucket used by NAS Bridge.
Attention: The first time you assign an S3 bucket to a file system, that file system is automatically

assigned the role of Primary. If you assign the same S3 bucket to file systems from multiple NAS
Bridge virtual machines, each subsequent file system is assigned the role of Secondary. The NAS
Bridge assigns these roles to prevent data corruption or loss. A file system with a role of
Secondary cannot be mounted by a client, and the role cannot be changed manually.
Attention: Make sure that any ILM rules associated with buckets handled by the NAS Bridge do

not purge or delete objects. All delete operations are expected to be performed at the share/mount
point level. In addition, make sure that ILM rules do not tier objects outside of StorageGRID, such
as to cloud storage like Glacier.
Known limitations
There are some known limitations that apply when creating the file systems.
Setuid and Setgid bits
During a chown operation by a mounted NFS client, the setuid and setgid bits are not
saved in the corresponding StorageGRID object. Instead, these bits are cleared as part of
any operation that would normally modify them.
SMB file attributes
There are some SMB file attributes that are not accepted or saved by NAS Bridge. The
following attributes are not supported:
•

FILE_ATTRIBUTE_OFFLINE (0x1000)

•

FILE_ATTRIBUTE_TEMPORARY (0x100)

File size limits for extended attributes
NAS Bridge limits any file system to 20 kilobytes (KB) per file for extended attributes. If
an application tries to write more than 20KB into an extended attribute, an ENOSPC error
is returned.
CloudMirror incompatibility
Platform Services CloudMirror must not be used with NAS Bridge. NAS Bridge requires
ordering guarantees and re-baselining, which are not available with CloudMirror.
CloudMirror incompatibility
Platform Services CloudMirror must not be used with NAS Bridge. NAS Bridge requires
ordering guarantees and re-baselining which is not available with CloudMirror.
Related references

Prerequisites and limitations when adding cache devices on page 11
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Adding an NFS file system
Before mounting NFS clients to the exports exposed by NAS Bridge, you must add one or more NFS
file systems.
Before you begin

You should be familiar with the prerequisites and limitations when adding file systems.
In addition, the following administrative entities must be defined to the NAS Bridge:
•

StorageGRID API Gateway Node (defined as part of initial configuration)

•

Cache device that is available to the file system

About this task

When adding an NFS file system, you must type or select all of the parameter values displayed on the
page. You can also include a permission for the file system. Regarding permissions, you should be
aware of the following:
•

An NFS file system is read-only by default.

•

Write access can be granted by adding or modifying permissions.

•

You can add a permission when the file system is being defined or after it is defined.

Steps

1. Click Configuration at the top of the web page.
2. Click NFS Filesystems.
3. Click Add.
4. Type or select all of the configuration values as appropriate for your deployment plan and storage
environment:
•

Storage Grid – Select the IP address of the StorageGRID API Gateway Node.

•

Bucket – If the named bucket does not exist in your StorageGRID system, NAS Bridge creates
it.

•

Cache device – Select the cache device you want to use for this file system.

•

Export – The export name must begin with a slash. The export is exposed under the /mnt
directory.

•

Click Add Permission.

5. Type or select the permission values to allow write access to the NFS export:
a. Type the IP address or domain name of the clients.
A wild card name is supported.
b. Click Readwrite.
c. Select the Squash value and anonymous IDs as needed.
6. Click Save to create the file system.
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When the operation completes, the new file system is displayed with a unique ID and a status of
READY.
The Role of “Primary” indicates that this is the first file system to which the bucket has been
assigned. Later, if the same bucket is assigned to any other file system on another NAS Bridge
virtual machine, the Role of “Secondary” is assigned to the file system. The NAS Bridge
automatically assigns file system roles, and they cannot be changed manually. A file system with
a Role of “Secondary” cannot be mounted by a client.

7. When you are finished, download a NAS Bridge recovery package.
Attention: You should download a NAS Bridge recovery package whenever you make

configuration changes or upgrade to a new version of NAS Bridge. Recovery packages from
previous versions will not be valid.
a. Go to Maintenance > Recovery Package.
b. Click Generate Package.
c. Select the package from the table, and click Download to download the package to your local
workstation.
d. Save the package to a safe location.
8. After adding an NFS file system in NAS Bridge, you can use a client computer to mount that file
system to the export exposed by the NAS Bridge.
When mounting an NFS client, NetApp recommends that you use the rsize and wsize
parameters to specify the block sizes for read and write operations. Otherwise, these operations
might be slow. You should also specify the version. For example:
sudo mount {IP or Hostname}:/mnt/{export} {local folder} -o
rsize=1048576,wsize=1048576,vers=3

Enter the mount command from a client computer.
Related references

Prerequisites and limitations when adding file systems on page 15
Related information

NAS Bridge installation and setup

Adding an SMB file system
Before mounting SMB clients to the shares exposed by the NAS Bridge, you must add one or more
SMB file systems.
Before you begin

•

You must be familiar with the prerequisites and limitations when adding file systems.
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•

The following administrative entities have been defined to the NAS Bridge:
◦

StorageGRID API Gateway Node (defined as part of initial configuration)

◦

Cache device that is available to the file system

◦

Active Directory server (defined as part of initial configuration)

Steps

1. Click Configuration at the top of the web page.
2. Click SMB Filesystems.
3. Click Add.
4. Type or select all of the configuration values as appropriate for your deployment plan and storage
environment:
•

StorageGRID – Select the IP address of the StorageGRID API Gateway Node.

•

Bucket – A bucket in your StorageGRID system. If the named bucket does not exist, NAS
Bridge creates it.

•

Cache device – Select the cache device you want to use for this file system.

•

Active Directory

•

Share name

•

Owner – Initial user with access permissions.

•

Group – Initial group with access permissions.

5. Click Save.
When the operation completes, the new file system is displayed with a unique ID and a status of
READY.
The Role of “Primary” indicates that this is the first file system to which the bucket has been
assigned. Later, if the same bucket is assigned to any other file system on another NAS Bridge
virtual machine, the Role of “Secondary” is assigned to the file system. The NAS Bridge
automatically assigns file system roles, and they cannot be changed manually. A file system with
a Role of “Secondary” cannot be mounted by a client.

6. Secure the share as required using the permissions on the share itself.
Attention: By default, SMB share grants permissions to Everyone as well as CREATOR

OWNER, CREATOR GROUP, Owner, and Group. You must follow these steps to ensure the
desired level of security on the share.
a. From Windows Explorer, enter the domain name of the NAS Bridge.
Example
\\my-nas-bridge\
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Windows Explorer shows all SMB shares for the NAS Bridge.
b. Right click the SMB share, and select Properties.
c. On the Security tab, add or remove users and groups as desired.
Attention: Remove the user Everyone unless you want everyone to be able to access the

share.
Note: If you see a security identifier (SID), such as “S-1-5-32-544,” and not the actual user

name, use the client computer to verify DNS settings.

d. Set desired permissions on each user and group.
e. In the Security tab, click Advanced and set the Owner as desired.
Example

For example, you might want to set the following permissions.
•

Grant user A full control and user B read/write access.

•

Grant group X full control.

•

Grant user A full control, user B read/write access, and Everyone read-only access.
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7. When you are finished, download a NAS Bridge recovery package.
Attention: You should download a NAS Bridge recovery package whenever you make

configuration changes or upgrade to a new version of NAS Bridge. Recovery packages from
previous versions will not be valid.
a. Go to Maintenance > Recovery Package.
b. Click Generate Package.
c. Select the package from the table, and click Download to download the package to your local
workstation.
d. Save the package to a safe location.
Related information

NAS Bridge installation and setup

Removing a file system
Depending on your deployment plan, client activity, and overall system performance, you might need
to remove a file system from the NAS Bridge.
Before you begin

All of the clients must be unmounted from the NFS exports or SMB shares exposed by the file
system.
About this task

To remove a file system from the NAS Bridge, you must first unmount it. Unmounting a file system
makes it unavailable to clients, but does not delete the StorageGRID bucket or modify the files in the
bucket. You cannot remount a file system after you have unmounted it.
Steps

1. Click Configuration at the top of the web page.
2. Depending on the file system, click NFS Filesystems or SMB Filesystems.
3. Select the row containing the file system you want to remove, and click Unmount.
A confirmation dialog box is displayed, reminding you that you can no longer access the file
system after it has been unmounted.
4. Click Unmount to confirm your action.
When the operation completes, the status of the file system changes to UNMOUNTED. The file
system is flushed as part of the unmount operation; all of the data in the cache is written to the
permanent object store.

5. With the row still selected, click Remove.
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The file system is deleted and removed from the page.
6. When you are finished, download a NAS Bridge recovery package.
Attention: You should download a NAS Bridge recovery package whenever you make

configuration changes or upgrade to a new version of NAS Bridge. Recovery packages from
previous versions will not be valid.
a. Go to Maintenance > Recovery Package.
b. Click Generate Package.
c. Select the package from the table, and click Download to download the package to your local
workstation.
d. Save the package to a safe location.
After you finish

After removing the file system, the StorageGRID bucket that had been associated with the file system
still exists. If you add a new file system with the same bucket, the previous file data is retrieved and
exported. However, if the file data is no longer needed, you should delete the bucket using a tool
outside of NAS Bridge, such as an S3-compliant file browser.
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Upgrading the NAS Bridge software
Before upgrading NAS Bridge, you must become familiar with the requirements and steps needed.
To ensure that the NAS Bridge upgrade is completed with minimal disruption, be aware of the
following:
•

You must have already upgraded to version 2.1.x before you start the upgrade to version 2.2.x

•

When you upgraded to version 2.1.x, you must have used the instructions for version 2.1.
Otherwise, the upgrade to version 2.2.x will fail.

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Requirements for software upgrades on page 23
How your system is affected during the upgrade on page 24
Downloading the NAS Bridge upgrade file on page 25
Performing the upgrade from NAS Bridge version 2.1.x to 2.2.x on page 25
Performing the upgrade from NAS Bridge version 2.2.0 to 2.2.1 on page 27

Requirements for software upgrades
Before you begin a NAS Bridge software upgrade, obtain any required materials and check upgrade
requirements to ensure you can complete the upgrade successfully.
What you need

Notes

Related documentation

•

StorageGRID Release Notes
Note: Read the Release Notes carefully before starting the
upgrade.

NAS Bridge installation and setup

•
Service laptop

RAM for virtual machine

The service laptop must have:
•

Network port

•

SSH client (for example, PuTTY)

•

Supported web browser

48 GB
Attention: If upgrading from previous releases, you might

need to increase the RAM to 48 GB.
vCPUs for virtual machine

16
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What you need

Notes

If not already attached (for
system drives): Two hard
drives attached to the NAS
Bridge virtual machine

Two 100 GB hard drives attached to the NAS Bridge virtual
machine for use as system drives.
If you already have two 100 GB system drives, you do not need
to add more hard drives. If you have one 100 GB drive already
attached, add another 100 GB drive.
Attention: The NAS Bridge system drives must be exactly

100 GB, or the upgrade will fail.
You can add as many additional hard drives as needed for cache.
To add system drives, see the instructions for adding a hard drive
to the virtual machine.
Related tasks

Adding a hard drive to the virtual machine on page 12
Related references

Web browser requirements on page 6
Related information

NAS Bridge installation and setup

How your system is affected during the upgrade
The NAS Bridge is unavailable during the software upgrade process.
You must not make any configuration changes to the NAS Bridge while the upgrade is in progress.
System will reboot and services will stop
When you start the upgrade, the NAS Bridge will reboot and all services will stop. The services
should restart automatically when the software upgrade process is complete.
Logged in users are logged out
Any users who are logged into the NAS Bridge user interface when you start the software upgrade
will be disconnected.
Current read and write operations will stop
Any file read or write operations that are occurring when you start the software upgrade will be
stopped.
Attention: To prevent data loss, all clients must unmount their file systems before you start the

upgrade process.
Existing logs will be lost
Any logs that exist before the upgrade will not be captured in the debug package. After the upgrade,
the logs will be accessible only through the terminal console. It is recommended that you capture the
logs before performing the upgrade.
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PB instance hostname will change
After the upgrade to NAS Bridge 2.2, the PB instance hostname will change to sg-nas-bridge.

Downloading the NAS Bridge upgrade file
You must download the NAS Bridge upgrade file from the NetApp Support Site.
Steps

1. Use a browser to navigate to the StorageGRID download site, then locate the NAS Bridge
download file.
2. Download the NAS Bridge upgrade file to your local workstation.
The name of the compressed file has this general format:
pb-upgrade-version-date.xxxx.xxxxxxx.run

For example: pb-upgrade-2.2.0-20181107.1837.6925223.run

Performing the upgrade from NAS Bridge version 2.1.x to
2.2.x
If you are currently running any version of NAS Bridge 2.1, upgrading to NAS Bridge 2.2.x involves
several simple steps.
Before you begin

•

You have downloaded the NAS Bridge upgrade file to your local workstation.

•

You know the current password for the CLI administrator account. This account has sudo
permissions, which are needed to move the upgrade file.

Steps

1. Log into the vCenter for the NAS Bridge instance.
2. Right click the NAS Bridge virtual machine and select Power > Shut Down Guest OS.
The NAS Bridge virtual machine will be offline while you perform the following reconfiguration
steps.
a. When the virtual machine is powered down, select Edit Settings.
b. Change the memory value from 32768 MB to 49152 MB.
c. Expand the Memory section and apply the same value change for Reservation.
d. Click OK and wait for the reconfiguration of the virtual machine to complete.
3. Start the NAS Bridge virtual machine by selecting Power > Power On. Or select Start the
virtual machine.
4. Using a secure copy protocol (such as scp), copy the file from your local workstation to the NAS
Bridge virtual machine.
scp pb-upgrade-version-date.xxxx.xxxxxxx.run pb@ip-of-nas-bridge:~

5. When prompted, type the current password for the CLI administrator account.
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6. Type the SSH command to log in to the NAS Bridge virtual machine using the CLI administrator
account.
Example
ssh pb@10.63.65.101

7. When prompted, type the password for the account.
8. Move the file you downloaded to /var/local/ on the NAS Bridge, and rename the file as pbupgrade.run.
sudo mv ~/pb-upgrade-version-date.xxxx.xxxxxxx.run /var/local/pbupgrade.run

9. From a supported browser, sign in to the NAS Bridge user interface.
10. Select Maintenance at the top of the web page.
11. Select Tasks.
12. Click Start Upgrade.
A confirmation dialog box appears.
13. Select Yes, upgrade to start the upgrade process.

The upgrade process could take several minutes.
Attention: When the Debian GNU/Linux boot menu appears, do not make any selections, or

you will lose access to your NAS Bridge file systems. Allow the boot process to continue
automatically.
14. Select Alarms to verify the upgrade message.
Example

15. Select Maintenance, then click the Refresh button for your browser.
You must refresh your browser to display the new version.
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Note: If you are using Firefox or Internet Explorer, you must clear your browser's cache and
then refresh the page.

16. Confirm that the upgrade succeeded.
a. From the top right of the page, select Help > System Info.
b. Confirm that version 2.2.x is displayed.
If the System Info window does not contain any values, the upgrade has not completed.
Contact technical support if the upgrade process does not complete within 5 to 10 minutes or
if the correct version is not shown.
17. When you are finished, download a NAS Bridge recovery package.
Attention: You should download a NAS Bridge recovery package whenever you make

configuration changes or upgrade to a new version of NAS Bridge. Recovery packages from
previous versions will not be valid.
a. Go to Maintenance > Recovery Package.
b. Click Generate Package.
c. Select the package from the table, and click Download to download the package to your local
workstation.
d. Save the package to a safe location.

Performing the upgrade from NAS Bridge version 2.2.0 to
2.2.1
If you have already upgraded to NAS Bridge version 2.2.0, upgrading to NAS Bridge 2.2.1 involves
several simple steps.
Before you begin

•

You have downloaded the NAS Bridge upgrade file to your local workstation.

•

You know the current password for the CLI administrator account. This account has sudo
permissions, which are needed to move the upgrade file.

Steps

1. Log into the vCenter for the NAS Bridge instance.
2. Right click the NAS Bridge virtual machine and select Power > Shut Down Guest OS.
The NAS Bridge virtual machine will be offline while you perform the following reconfiguration
steps.
a. When the virtual machine is powered down, select Edit Settings.
b. Change the memory value from 32768 MB to 49152 MB.
c. Expand the Memory section and apply the same value change for Reservation.
d. Click OK and wait for the reconfiguration of the virtual machine to complete.
3. Start the NAS Bridge virtual machine by selecting Power > Power On. Or select Start the
virtual machine.
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4. Using a secure copy protocol (such as scp), copy the file from your local workstation to the NAS
Bridge virtual machine.
scp pb-upgrade-version-date.xxxx.xxxxxxx.run pb@ip-of-nas-bridge:~

5. When prompted, type the current password for the CLI administrator account.
6. Type the SSH command to log in to the NAS Bridge virtual machine using the CLI administrator
account.
Example
ssh pb@10.63.65.101

7. When prompted, type the password for the account.
8. Move the file you downloaded to /var/local/ on the NAS Bridge, and rename the file as pbupgrade.run.
sudo mv ~/pb-upgrade-version-date.xxxx.xxxxxxx.run /var/local/pbupgrade.run

9. From a supported browser, sign in to the NAS Bridge user interface.
10. Select Maintenance at the top of the web page.
11. Select Tasks.
12. Click Start Upgrade.
A confirmation dialog box appears.
13. Select Yes, upgrade to start the upgrade process.

14. Monitor the progress of the upgrade by selecting Maintenance.
The “Upgrade in progress” message appears during the upgrade process, which could take several
minutes.
15. Once the “Successfully upgraded” and “Click Complete Upgrade” messages appear, click
Complete Upgrade, then click Yes, complete the upgrade to switch to the upgraded version.
The message “Upgrade activation in progress” appears.
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The message “Upgrade activation in progress” is displayed in the Maintenance tab while the
upgrade is completed and the NAS Bridge rebooted.
Attention: When the Debian GNU/Linux boot menu appears, do not make any selections, or

you will lose access to your NAS Bridge file systems. Allow the boot process to continue
automatically.
16. Select Alarms to verify the upgrade messages.

17. Select Maintenance, then click the Refresh button for your browser.
You must refresh your browser to display the new version.
Note: If you are using Firefox or Internet Explorer, you must clear your browser's cache and

then refresh the page.
18. Confirm that the upgrade succeeded.
a. From the top right of the page, select Help > System Info.
b. Confirm that version 2.2.1 is displayed.
If the System Info window does not contain any values, the upgrade has not completed.
Contact technical support if the upgrade process does not complete within 5 to 10 minutes or
if the correct version is not shown.
19. When you are finished, download a NAS Bridge recovery package.
Attention: You should download a NAS Bridge recovery package whenever you make

configuration changes or upgrade to a new version of NAS Bridge. Recovery packages from
previous versions will not be valid.
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a. Go to Maintenance > Recovery Package.
b. Click Generate Package.
c. Select the package from the table, and click Download to download the package to your local
workstation.
d. Save the package to a safe location.
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Maintaining NAS Bridge
The Maintenance selection of the NAS Bridge menu provides options for maintaining the NAS
Bridge.

Steps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Generating debug logs on page 31
Exporting and importing recovery packages on page 32
Displaying system alarms on page 33
Decommissioning the NAS Bridge on page 33
Rebooting the NAS Bridge on page 33
Changing the IP configuration for the default logical interface on page 34

Generating debug logs
To assist in system debugging, NAS Bridge enables you to generate a debug logs package. You
should generate this package when technical support directs you to do so.
About this task

Generating debug logs is a multistep process. First, you must generate the logs package on the NAS
Bridge. When the package is ready, you can download the compressed tar.gz file to your local
workstation. If needed, you can also generate an AutoSupport update.
Steps

1. Click Maintenance at the top of the web page.
2. Click Logs.
3. Click Generate Debug and wait for the debug package to be created.
A green check mark appears in the Ready column when the package is created and ready for
download.
4. To manage a debug package displayed on the page, you can select the row containing the
package, and do one or both of the following:
a. Click Send to ASUP to send an AutoSupport update to technical support.
b. Click Download to download the package to your local workstation.
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Exporting and importing recovery packages
You can export recovery packages for the NAS Bridge. You can then import the NAS Bridge
configuration if you need to recover a failed NAS Bridge.
About this task

You should export the NAS Bridge recovery package whenever you make configuration changes or
upgrade to a newer version of NAS Bridge. Saving the recovery package can make recovering a
failed NAS Bridge easier, because you can quickly restore your settings by uploading and importing
the recovery package to the recovered NAS Bridge.
Steps

1. Click Maintenance at the top of the web page.
2. Click Recovery Package.
3. To export and download the current NAS Bridge configuration:
a. Click Generate Package.
The recovery package is listed in the table on the web page.
b. Select the row containing the recovery package you want to download, and click Download to
save the recovery package to your local workstation.
4. To import a saved recovery package to the NAS Bridge:
Note: Only use the import feature as part of failure recovery, which is described in the NAS
Bridge installation and setup instructions.

a. Depending on your browser, click Choose File or Browse, and select a recovery package you
previously downloaded.
b. Click Upload.
The recovery package is displayed in the table on the web page.
c. Select the row containing the recovery package, and click Import to update the NAS Bridge
with the configuration data.
d. When prompted, click Yes, import to import the file and reboot the NAS Bridge.
When you import a recovery package, the NAS Bridge reboots. You might receive error
messages if you access the NAS Bridge or the Management API while the system is
rebooting. To avoid these errors, wait approximately 15 minutes after starting the import
process before attempting to access the NAS Bridge or the Management API.
e. When the NAS Bridge has finished rebooting, log in again.
5. To delete a recovery package, select it, and click Remove.
Related information

NAS Bridge installation and setup
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Displaying system alarms
NAS Bridge includes an alarms logging facility that provides information about the activity of the
system. You should view system alarms to troubleshoot any issues or when directed to do so by
technical support.
Steps

1. Click Alarms at the top of the web page.
2. Optionally, enter a term to filter the events, or click to sort events in ascending or descending
order by date, severity, or message.

Decommissioning the NAS Bridge
When you no longer need the NAS Bridge, you should decommission it. The decommissioning
process first flushes all of the file systems; the data in the cache is written to the permanent object
store. After this, all of the file systems are unmounted and the virtual machine is shut down.
Steps

1. Click Maintenance at the top of the web page.
2. Click Tasks.
3. Click Start Decommission.
4. Click Yes, decommission to confirm the request.
Result

The decommissioning process is started and, depending on the number and size of the file systems,
can take several hours to complete.

Rebooting the NAS Bridge
If required, you can reboot the NAS Bridge from the web user interface.
Steps

1. Click Maintenance at the top of the web page.
2. Click Tasks.
3. Click Start Reboot.
4. Click Yes, reboot to confirm the request.
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Changing the IP configuration for the default logical
interface
You can switch the default logical interface (LIF) back and forth between dynamic (DHCP) and static
IP addressing, or you can change a static IP address to a different static IP address.
About this task

You use the VMware vSphere Web Client to convert the IP address.
Note: Specifying the static IP address and netmask are mandatory. Specifying a gateway is
optional.
Steps

1. In the left pane of the VMware vSphere Web Client, right-click on the virtual machine whose IP
address you want to convert.
2. Select Shut Down Guest OS.
3. Right-click again and select Edit Settings.
4. From the top menu tabs, select vApp Options.
5. Expand the Networking Properties menu and complete the IP Address, Netmask, and Gateway
fields.
When converting to DHCP, enter 0.0.0.0 for the IP Address, Netmask, and Gateway fields.
Note: Completing the Gateway field is optional.

6. Click OK.
7. Right-click on the virtual machine and select Power On.
The IP address is set according to the protocol you choose.
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Using NAS Bridge reports
The Dashboard selection in the NAS Bridge menu includes open-source tools that you can use to
view NAS Bridge data.

The NAS Bridge dashboard uses Grafana, a metrics analytics and visualization tool, and the
Prometheus monitoring tool. Grafana displays time-series data in graphs and charts, while
Prometheus serves as the backend data source.
Before you begin
A NAS Bridge user with a role of Monitor or Admin can view the dashboard.
For more information
This document provides high-level instructions to help you get started with the NAS Bridge
dashboard. The full range of operations you can perform with these tools is beyond the scope of these
instructions.
For complete information about using Grafana dashboards, see the Grafana web site. For information
about querying Prometheus, see the Prometheus web site.
Note: Be sure to use the instructions for Grafana version 4.2, which is the version used by NAS
Bridge.
Steps

1. Viewing the NAS Bridge dashboard on page 35
Related information

Grafana Documentation
Prometheus: Query basics

Viewing the NAS Bridge dashboard
The NAS Bridge dashboard displays pre-configured graphs showing system metrics.
About this task

The NAS Bridge dashboard includes standard graphs for the following:
•

Cache Usage

•

Intent Log Size

•

Disk Rate

•

Network Rate

•

CPU Load
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•

Memory

•

Object Store Latency

You can view the information on the dashboard to quickly assess the current state of the NAS Bridge.
The standard NAS Bridge dashboard is read-only and cannot be modified.
Summaries of the graphs are provided in the following table. The default time frame specified in the
graphs is “Today so far.”
Graph

Description

Cache Usage

Shows cache usage for each cache device over the specified time frame.
Use the Cache Device drop-down list to select which cache device is
shown.
The Cache Usage graph includes two lines, as follows:
•

The Cache line shows the usage of the main cache. The main cache
offers superior performance and consumes 80% of the available space
on the cache device. The main cache is used for all new files that are
written to NAS Bridge virtual machines running NAS Bridge 2.0.2 or
higher.

•

The Legacy Cache line shows the usage of the legacy cache. The
legacy cache consumes 20% of the available space on the cache
device. The Legacy Cache is used for file and directory metadata and
for queuing metadata after it is committed to the StorageGRID
system.

Intent Log Size

Shows the Intent Log Size for each file system over the specified time
frame. The Intent Log Size represents the degree to which the files in the
cache have been “cleaned” (that is, persisted to the StorageGRID
system). A non-zero value means that there are still operations in the
queue to commit “dirty” files that have not been persisted to the
StorageGRID system. A zero value means that all objects in the cache
have been persisted. Use the File System drop-down list to select which
file system is shown.

Disk Rate

Shows the number of bytes of data that were read and written per second
by each disk in the system over the specified time frame.

Network Rate

Shows the data rate between the network and the NAS Bridge over the
specified time frame. Also includes tables showing the minimum,
maximum, and average rates for received and transmitted data.

CPU Load

Shows the CPU load over the specified time frame. This chart includes
three lines that show the average load for 1-minute, 5-minute, and 10minute intervals.

Memory

Shows RAM usage for the NAS Bridge in gibibytes (GiB) over the
specified time frame.

Object Store Latency

•

The Total line shows the total amount of RAM available and does not
change.

•

The Used line shows how much RAM is currently being used.

The communication time from the NAS Bridge to its configured
StorageGRID grid and back. If this value is higher than a few
milliseconds or fluctuates significantly, check your network setup.
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Steps

1. Click Dashboard at the top of the web page.
2. Review the information in the graphs.
To...

Do this...

Determine the value of the
data at an exact moment in
time

Move the cursor over the graph.

Increase the amount of time
shown

Click Zoom Out or press Ctrl+Z.

Shift the time backward

Click < or press the t key followed by the left arrow key.

Shift the time forward

Click > or press the t key followed by the right arrow key.

Specify a different time range
for the graph

Click the clock icon
is Today so far.

Refresh the data

Click the refresh icon

Set an auto-refresh rate

Click the clock icon, select how frequently you want the data to be
refreshed, and click Apply. The default refresh rate is one minute.

and select or enter the range. The default setting

.

3. Hide and show specific lines of data.
To...

Do this...

Hide a line from the graph

Click the legend for the line you want to show.

Show a previously hidden
line

Click the legend for the hidden line.
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